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ISRAEL 

  Tuesday’s Knesset election produces the highest 

percentage of voters ������ since ����� with Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s Likud Party 

exceeding expectations and retaining control of the 

chamber by winning *+ seats�  Just days before 

the election� most survey’s showed Likud to be 

polling at roughly -. seats� and political 

conversation questioned Likud’s ability to build a 

coalition with such a modest electoral result�  The 

opposition Zionist Union results were as expected� 

with the center2left party picking up -. seats�  

Many analysts believed that the Zionist Union was 

well2situated to build a coalition government� until 

Likud and Netanyahu’s late resurgence�  The 

international community has shown a great interest 

in this election� with outside groups from the right 

and the left funneling money into Israel for various 

media campaigns�  The great majority of foreign 

involvement has been in opposition to Prime 

Minister Netanyahu� a fact which Netanyahu used 

to his advantage as the campaign reached its 

climax�  The Arab vote increased by encouraging 

numbers� and surprisingly� the Zionist Union 

heavily outpolled Likud in the Kibbutzim around 

Gaza� Overall� Likud was the big winner for the 

night� coming on top in Jerusalem with -.8� with 

the Zionist Union winning *.��8 in Tel Aviv� 

 

IRAQ/IRAN 

  The Iraqi Security Forces �ISF�� fighting 

alongside the Shi’a Militia� have successfully 

liberated most of the strategic town of Tikrit from 

the Islamic State�  Tikrit� on the banks of the Tigris 

River� was home to former Iraqi strongman 

Saddam Hussein� and was the location of alleged 

atrocities committed on captured Iraqi soldiers last 

year�  Tikrit is considered the lynchpin in continuing 

to successfully supply Iraqi military garrisons in 

north2central Iraq� including the forces who are 

defending the oil refinery in Baiji�  The effort to 

liberate Tikrit had been expected� as news of the 

operation was leaked to the press in the weeks 

before its commencement�  Regardless� the 

military engagement was a total success for the 

ISF and the Militia�  The IS appeared content to 

avoid a full2on battle� and but instead left a city that 

had been booby2trapped from one end to the other�  

The operation to retake Tikrit coincided with an 

increased effort on behalf of the Kurdish 

Peshmerga to extend their perimeter around a 

number of strategic cities� and to open up more of 
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the Kirkuk to Baghdad highway�  These successes 

occurred with minimal coalition air involvement as 

best� as the Iranian presence in the ISF slowly 

increases�  It appears unlikely that the coalition air 

campaign and Iranian military support to the ISF 

can continue simultaneously�  Recently� with the IS 

active in Diyala Province� there was legitimate 

concern of direct Iranian military intervention�  As 

the ISF asserts itself and the IS suffers from supply 

issues and an over2extension of its forces� it 

appears highly unlikely that a direct Iranian military 

incursion into Iraq will occur anytime soon�  The 

Obama Administration� in the middle of highly 

classified negotiations with the Iranian government 

vis2à2vis Iran’s nuclear research �see below�� can 

ill2afford a diplomatic incident between the air 

coalition and the Iranian military�  Because of the 

current sensitive diplomatic climate� it is anticipated 

that the Obama Administration and its air coalition 

will discreetly adopt a low profile for the next month 

or so� 

 

IRAN/USA  

The Obama Administration and the Iranian 

government of Hassan Rouhani in Tehran �as 

opposed to the Iranian government of Prime 

Minister Ayatollah Ali Khamenei that sits in Qom� 

are currently conducting highly sensitive 

negotiations regarding continued Iranian nuclear 

research�  The United Nations has been in a bit of 

a struggle with the Iranian government regarding 

the duel2use potential of the nuclear research 

currently being conducted by the Iranians�  

Analysts suspect that the Iranian government is 

mostly interested in weaponized plutonium� in 

order to join the ranks of countries with nuclear 

weapons�  Iran has claimed all along that its 

research is for peaceful� economic application only�  

The announcement in February that the United 

States and Iran were conducting these negotiations 

outside of the purview of the United Nations took 

many by surprise� although a successful treaty with 

Iran� which might also lead to normalized relations� 

would be a tremendous bonus to President Barrack 

Obama’s current mediocre legacy�  No doubt the 

Iranians are regretting that Hillary Clinton is no 

longer Secretary of State� otherwise they might 

have been able to negotiate a treaty similar to the 

new START �Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty� 

agreement delivered to the American people by 

Vladimir Putin�  Obama is desperate for a positive 

diplomatic coup late in his administration� and will 

probably allow the Iranians to obfuscate their way 

into becoming a nuclear2weapons state�  

Regardless of whatever assurances are included in 

the soon2to2be2released agreement� you can be 

sure that the Israeli government will not hesitate to 
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defend its interests�  An Iran with nuclear weapons 

is definitely a threat to Israel’s interests� 

TUNISIA 

On Wednesday� gunmen entered the Bardo 

Museum in Tunis� Tunisia� and randomly started 

shooting tourists�  In all� fifteen tourists were killed� 

along with two Tunisian security officers and two 

terrorists�  The tourists were from Spain� Poland� 

Italy and Germany�  Islamic Extremists regularly 

take to social media and threaten Tunisia’s security 

because of the nation’s recent peaceful elections 

and its attempt to return to some normalcy 

following the Arab Spring�  Tunisia depends on 

what was a thriving� multi2billion dollar tourist 

industry to provide valuable foreign currency�  For 

half a century� Tunisia’s economy functioned to 

support a modest middle2class and a small� 

extremely wealthy group of families that dominated 

business and politics�  Tunisia faces the challenge 

of rebuilding the tourist industry� and the economy 

to be more inclusive� especially to young 

Tunisians�  Even though Tunisians appear to have 

embraced Democracy through high levels of 

participation in recent elections� and the younger 

generation actively engages in positive 

demonstrations reflecting pride in their Tunisian 

heritage� the border with Libya continues to be 

practically undefended� allowing extremist 

elements to enter at will� 

LIBYA 

Libya is a mess�  In the last twenty2four hour 

period� Foxnews reported that twenty volunteer 

nurses and physicians in Sirte� who were waiting 

for a bus to transport them to Tripoli� were 

kidnapped by Islamic State militants�  Al2Arabiya 

announced that Tunisian terrorist Ahmed Rouissi� 

a member of IS� had been killed by Libyan 

security forces in Sirte�  Also during this time 

period �and again� in Sirte�� Reuters informed us 

that ten fighters loyal to the self2declared 

government in Tripoli� were killed by IS forces�  

As of March� -+�D� two separate governments 

claim legitimacy in Libya�  One sits in Tripoli and 

the other� which has been recognized by the 

international community� locates itself in 

Benghazi�  Aside from the two main belligerents� 

Libya has become a playground of sorts for every 

brand of Islamic Extremist you can imagine�  The 

IS claims to be in control of Sirte� which would 

beggar an explanation as to why they were 

obliged to kidnap twenty health workers in a city 

that they administer�  Aside from Sirte� the IS 

claims to be active in two other areas� 
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NIGERIA 

It appears that the terrorist group Boko Haram� 

which recently announced its subservience to the 

IS� is finally on the run�  Last year at this time� 

when over two hundred girls from the Chibok 

community in northeast Nigeria were kidnapped� 

the international community has given Boko Haram 

more attention�  It is an extremist group which 

bases its beliefs on the same Sunni teachings as 

Al2Qaeda and the IS�  Boko Haram has also 

claimed as its goal mandatory Islamic education 

and the establishment of a Caliphate�  At its 

greatest strength� Boko Haram was in control of at 

least twenty communities in northeast and 

northwest Nigeria�  The Nigerian military appeared 

helpless and unwilling to conduct the dangerous 

operations necessary to confront and defeat Boko 

Haram� and the kidnapping continued�  It is feared 

that some of the kidnapped girls have been forced 

into marriages outside of Nigeria� and that some of 

the other children have been indoctrinated into 

soldiers� copying the modus operandi of northern 

Uganda2based terror group the Lord’s Resistance 

Army�  The beginning of the year brought together 

a coalition of neighboring countries� including 

Nigeria� Chad� Cameroun� Benin and Niger� in an 

effort to best conduct military operations to defeat 

Boko Haram�  From the beginning this effort has 

met with success� with the French2trained and 

equipped troops from Chad� Benin and Niger taking 

advantage of experience gained fighting against 

Al2Qaeda in the Maghreb� to inflict serious defeats 

on Boko Haram�  It is estimated that today� Boko 

Haram controls barely three communities� and the 

coalition remains on the offensive�  With the history 

of corruption that sits at the heart of most of the 

more prolific failures of the Nigerian Army� there is 

concern that once the conflict is reduced to an 

internal operation for the Nigerian security forces 

and police� that Boko Haram will be able to 

reconstitute itself� 

BRAZIL  

Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff continues 

to face calls for her resignation as details of a 

corruption scandal involving the ruling political 

party and the state energy giant Petrobas fill the 

evening newscasts�  Basically� it is alleged that 

private companies paid various Petrobas and 

government officials in order to receive preferential 

treatment regarding government contracts�  Once 

the kickback scheme was exposed� additional 

allegations exist regarding bribes paid to keep 

people quiet�  The great majority of those who have 

been implicated in the kickback and bribery 

allegations are members of Rousseff’s Workers 

Party�  It was estimated that somewhere between 
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two hundred thousand and one million protesters 

took to the streets of Sao Paolo Friday� while 

demonstrations took place in twenty2two other 

cities and the Federal District�  Supporters point out 

that Rousseff was only just re2elected to a second 

term five months ago� and her resignation or 

impeachment would amount to nothing short of a 

coup�  Most Brazilians believe that their country is 

wildly wealthy with oil revenue� and can’t 

understand why the economy continues to 

stagnate�  This type of scandal gives them an 

answer� and temporary scapegoats�  The money 

from oil revenues is not available for development 

projects and welfare because the President and 

her Worker’s Party have been stealing all the 

money�  Of course� the reality is much more 

complicated�  But at the end of the day� even 

though Brazil has a history of flirting with Socialism� 

the average Brazilian does not appreciate 

comparisons to Venezuela� 

THAILAND  

Former Prime Minister of Thailand Yingluck 

Shinawatra has been ordered to stand trial for 

negligence�  Her government was ousted in a 

military coup in May of last year� and Ms� 

Yingluck was retroactively impeached by a 

military2appointed legislature later in the year for 

her alleged role in a rice subsidy scheme�  The 

scheme paid rice farmers in the rural areas F the 

Shinawatra support base� twice the market rate� 

for their crops� in a program that cost the 

government billions of dollars�  Ms� Yingluck 

claims that she was not involved in the scheme’s 

day2to2day operations� and defended it as an 

attempt to support the rural poor�  She has been 

formerly charged with dereliction of duty� which 

carries with it a sentence of ten years�  Yingluck’s 

brother Thaksin Shinawatra was also Prime 

Minister and coincidentally removed by a military 

coup in -++G�  He currently lives in exile� 

although the Shinawatra family continues to exert 

influence on the Thai political scene�  The 

Shinawatras are loved in the north of Thailand for 

their populist policies� but are hated by the 

countries elite who accuse them of corruption� 
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DISCLOSURES 

This material was produced by the Fournace Group for use by the recipient�  This is intended as general background research and is 

not intended to constitute tax� legal� or investment advice�  It has been prepared without regard to the individual circumstances and 

objectives of the person�s� who receive it�  No part of this publication may be reproduced without the prior consent of the Fournace 

Group�  The views expressed that are the subject of this research report accurately reflect the author’s personal views as of the 

report’s publication date�  The evaluation of the geopolitical and economic risk factors may change subsequent to publication of this 

report�  The author assumes no responsibility to update the information contained in the report�  © -+�D The Fournace Group   

 


